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Cathie Fraser, President 
Joan Van Den Bergh, Negotiator 
Marvin Zaluski, 1st Vice-President 
Michelle Lévesque, 2nd Vice-President  
 
 

ITEM 101st JCC - MINUTES - DISCUSSION ACTION 

 

101.1 
 

Approval of Agenda 

The agenda was approved as drafted.  

 

101.2 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Minutes of the 100th Meeting of the JCC 

Secretarial approval of 99th JCC minutes was noted along with Bargaining 
Agents changes to draft 100th JCC minutes then subsequently approved. 

Advance distribution of draft minutes to committee members for review with 
corrections received in advance of meeting was appreciated. If needed, 
additional discussions could occur during the meeting. Bargaining Agents 
requested final revised minutes be sent directly to each committee 
member. 
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101.3 Follow-up Action Items of the 100th Meeting   

81.8 LLMCCs – Management Training  

Bargaining Agents expressed concern regarding scheduling adequate time 
for LLMCC meetings to facilitate meaningful discussions. RCEA highly 
recommended Labour Management Consultation training through the Joint 
Learning Program (JLP) for all consultation committee members. 

 

 

 

 

  87.15 Membership Notification (RCEA) 

RCEA confirmed that required membership information is captured in the 
revised monthly and annual reports issued by NRC Labour Relations (LR).  

 

91.6 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Terms – Length of Service 

Bargaining Agents requested resuming JCC quarterly reports to assess 
trends in employee population and attrition. They have concerns that 
NRC’s five year strategic plan with increasing capital infrastructure needs 
will bring equal or greater work to be completed by fewer employees 
working differently through more collaborations with universities and post-
doctoral fellows. Thus creating extra workloads and pressure on their 
members. Term hiring to meet industry projects is also anticipated. 
Bargaining Agents questioned repeated rehiring of short-terms with brief 
breaks in service leading to Phoenix salary delays when hiring on a term 
contract is available and permits extensions.  

RCEA requested a review of short-term hiring, usage of extensions of 
short-terms as alternative to breaks in service, and ensuring fulsome three 
and five year workforce composition reviews. Bargaining Agents cautioned 
against non-renewal of long-standing terms if replacing them with another 
term hire. 

Management acknowledged the need for continued dialogue regarding the 
allocation of work. Attrition is an opportunity for management to assess 
whether work should continue and if not, whether to reallocate resources to 
emerging research areas or required capital investments. They confirmed 
that terms and short-terms are hired for a fixed period of time to complete 
specific work in a certain area. Currently there are 18 employees in terms 
of four years or greater, of which only a couple are over 5 years of service. 
Management will look into reinstating quarterly JCC reports and asked 
Bargaining Agents to raise any specific cases and problematic areas within 
NRC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M. Marchand 

92.9 CTEs – Ratings and Calibration 

Bargaining Agents raised concerns regarding the CTE process becoming 
an electronic system exercise (SuccessFactors) without meaningful 
conversations occurring between supervisors and employees and that 
members believe there are quotas or bell curve for ratings which are 
subjective and linked to revenue targets. Bargaining Agents recommended 
improved training and documentation for all supervisors, employees and 
Human Resources Generalist (HRGs) regarding detailed process steps 
outlining timelines, rationales, and responsible parties with a special focus 
on rating levels.  
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Employee’s ability to modify commitments and weightings to reflect current 
situation, leave comments and enter developmental commitments should 
also be emphasized. To encourage excellence in employee performance, 
reward high performers and reduce subjectivity, Bargaining Agents 
requested review of CTE system including role of Reviewing Officer, 
employee rights, communication of recommended ratings, significantly 
exceeds verses exceeds expectations ratings, supports for weak 
performers including Performance Improvement Plan (PIP), calibration 
process including communications, notifications when employee enters 
comments at end to address disagreement with rating, and 360 feedback 
on supervisors. 

Management agreed that CTE is an evergreen document to be reflective of 
ongoing conversations between supervisor and employee. Proposed 
recommendations are noted for consideration. Rating levels have no 
quotas. Ratings above “Met Expectations” recognize when performance 
consistently surpasses expectations or individuals are recognized as a role 
model for quality work of significance. Differing rating levels between 
employee and supervisor can facilitate increased understanding of 
expected performance through conversations. Calibration Committee is at 
Director General’s (DG’s) discretion.  Updated training on Management 
101 and leadership development includes performance management.  

97.5 Compensation Department 

Bargaining Agents inquired about the process to recover overpayments.  
what the employee message template looks like, and the inconsistency of 
recovery from first available funds should be looked at so flexibility can be 
afforded. Employees should receive more detailed explanations other than 
it’s a Phoenix issue to explain why pay errors occurred. Each employees’ 
situation is unique and even a small recovery could have a huge impact 
therefore the Bargaining Agents recommend monitoring reductions in pay 
in addition to missed pays. 

Management to schedule a separate meeting to address the matter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M. Marchand 

98.4 Official Languages – Supervision in Bilingual Region 

Management confirmed matter raised with HRGs and message regarding 
an administrative measure in place was sent to employees impacted. 
Requested specific cases and areas of concern be raised. NRC promoting 
Linguistic Duality Day and 50th year of Canada’s Official Languages Act. 

 

98.8  Support for Retiring Employees 

PIPSC expressed concerned that retiring RO/RCOs may be missing D1 
increments because of local management initially indicating that CTE 
completion was not required. 

Management responded that they were not aware of the problem as D1s 
are based upon the preceding CTE performance rating but that a CTE 
should be completed if an employee is present for three months of the 
fiscal year. Retiring employees are instructed to sign up for epost to 
continue receiving their pay information after retirement.  
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Management also noted the current Planning for Retirement and Ready for 
Retirement courses available and indicated there are plans for more. 
Employees are able to attend courses in other locations if none are 
available locally. 

99.6 AWA – Telework (formal and informal) 

RCEA commented that while Telework Alternative Work Arrangement 
(AWA) has dramatically increased in acceptance and usage in the core 
public service in response to Workplace 2.0 and general accommodations 
needs. This does not seem to be the case at NRC.  RCEA also raised the 
issue that some group levels including administrative employees seem to 
have greater difficulty in getting AWAs. Both Bargaining Agents reported 
issues raised by their members and requested AWA and accommodations 
training for supervisors and managers. 

Management encouraged Bargaining Agents to raise individual cases 
where telework was not supported to be reviewed in light of supporting of a 
diverse workforce; however, management indicated that due to operational 
requirements not all work at NRC can be done via telework. 

 

100.5 Joint Learning Program (JLP) 

RCEA to facilitate NRC meeting with JLP regarding appropriateness 
of Labour-Management Consultation workshop. 

 

C. Fraser 
M. Marchand 

100.6 NRC 5-Year Strategic Plan and Strategic HR Plan 

Management will share final version of plans with Bargaining Agents 
in advance of distribution to employees. 

 

M. Marchand 

100.11 Record of Employment (ROE) – Timelines 

Bargaining Agents are concerned that ROEs are taking four weeks or 
greater to be issued when required within five calendar days of last pay. 
Compounded when Compensation does not receive timely updates from 
HRGs regarding employee changes in status like leave without pay or 
Disability Insurance or when internal reconciliation not completed by 
Compensation. 

Management responded that while only Phoenix can issue ROEs, internal 
process was changed so that file is not closed until Compensation sees 
ROE serial number in Phoenix indicating ROE issued. Employment 
Insurance is aware of Phoenix pay system delays and will accept internal 
off-boarding documentation in interim. Management will remind HRGs to 
quickly update Compensation on changes to employee status.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M. Marchand 

100.12 Human Resources Manual – MyZone and Missing Chapters 

Bargaining Agents enquired about a visible link to the HR Manual on 
MyZone, and inquired that some chapters seem to be missing. 
Management responded that one chapter is the property of the NRC OSH 
group and would be found under that division and the Pay and Benefits 
chapter is now contained within the dedicated Pay and Benefits section on 
MyZone. When MyZone refresh is finalized by Communications, it will 
determine best location for a visible link to HR Manual.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
E. Harrison 
(M. Marchand) 
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100.RT1 JCC Time Coding 

PIPSC questioned how to code travel time for those with a 1950 hour work 
schedule who required to attend JCC meetings when reasonable travel 
time provision only in RO/RCO collective agreement. 

Management will review matter and provide direction. 

 
 
 
 
A. Campbell 

100.RT2 Recycling 

Management reported high response rate to survey on organic waste 
collection. Collections stations will be installed in the Montreal Road 
cafeterias (M-21, M-55 and M-58) with consideration for possible 
expansion to regional locations. 

 
 

ASPM 

100.RT3 Students Not Permitted to Bank December Shutdown 

Management noted this only impacts a select number of students with 
longer terms, but consideration is underway regarding appropriateness 
of permitting December Shutdown banking in these cases. 

 
 

E. Harrison 
(K. Blundon) 

 Recurrent Business  

88.10 Professional Development Time Coding – SIGMA 1700 

PIPSC expressed confusion on usage of Professional Development (PD) 
1700 time code. Some members instructed to use for conference 
attendance and administrative training whereas other labs have a staff 
development code. RO/RCO collective agreement has PD provision and 
PD is reflected in CTE. If NRC is using this data from 1700 then inaccurate. 

Management confirmed 1700 is to encompass all types of professional 
development activities. Complexity in time recording at NRC recognized 
through review of time codes as part of Finitiative under François Cordeau.  

 

88.13 Mississippi Mills – Financial Impact 

Bargaining Agent enquired about ongoing financial impact of Mississippi 
Mills and if funded via NRC or Treasury Board. 

Management responded that government is self-insured. NRC committed 
to assessment and residential water sampling with external reviewers of 
environmental conditions at National Fire Lab and area immediately 
surrounding the facility.  

 

89.4 1950 RO/RCO Work Schedule 

PIPSC requested update on Research Centres (RCs) using default 1950 
work schedule over 37.5. Related question and answer document helpful. 

Management replied that as of March 31, 2019 84% of ROs were on 1950 
up from 55% in 2016 and 82% RCOs up from 73%. When considering RCs 
all but two had 85% or greater of ROs on 1950 whereas for RCOs in 
RC/B/Is it was 44%. Management confirmed approved overtime is eligible 
under 37.5 work schedule. 
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90.12 RO/RCO Promotions – D1s 

PIPSC asked about status of linking D1s to CTEs as hearing from RO/RCO 
members that increments are behind in certain areas and impacting 
potential promotions even if D1 retroactive. Supervisors should be having 
conversations in advance with those eligible and following up whether they 
will or will not be submitting a case. Also delays in Phoenix processing.  

Management noted they continue to explore linking D1s to CTE including 
changes required in SuccessFactors but are awaiting the launch of 
RO/RCO Compensation System MOU Committee. Working with KITS to 
automate next increment date e-mails to RO/RCOs; promotion call letter 
issued one month earlier and saved on DocZone with forms accessible to 
employees; clean-up of SIGMA increment dates and overdue D1 cases 
underway; and looking into expanded reporting from local level. Will follow 
up with Compensation regarding processing of D1s and promotions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M. Marchand 

96.7 Research and Scientific Integrity 

PIPSC indicated Research and Scientific Integrity draft guidelines were 
sent to the working group and enquired whether Research Centres were 
starting to review their processes in light of the guidelines. 

Management responded that an update would need to come from the 
Office of the Secretary General who were working on finalizing the 
guidelines. 

 

96.10 Outsourcing – CSs 

RCEA is concerned over the number of contractors performing CS work for 
KITS. 

KITS is hiring 24 term or continuing positions but Management will gather 
data on outsourced CS contract work and hiring breakdown for 
RCEA.  

 

 

 
M. Marchand 

97.9 Security Investigations 

Bargaining Agents enquired about meeting with management to address 
questions regarding Security’s involvement in administrative investigations 
outside potential criminal offences, physical, web or software security 
matters instead of Secretary General’s Office (SGO) or Labour Relations 
(LR). Areas of concern raised include: adherence to principles of natural 
justice; fulsome initial disclosure of allegations against employees; 
conclusions based upon initial investigation data before speaking with 
employee; role of employee Bargaining Agent representative; military style 
investigation wherein employee is referred to as “subject”; employee 
comments on final report attached as addendum; discipline hearing in 
addition to investigation; not blocking access to inappropriate websites; and 
lack of employee knowledge of Policy on Acceptable Network and Device 
Usage (PANDU). Requested flow chart for administrative investigations 
process steps whether conducted by Security, SGO, or LR. Asked about 
plans to inform employees of Informal Conflict Resolution services 
available. 
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Management will schedule meeting to address administrative 
investigation overlap and division of responsibilities between 
Security, SGO and LR. Data from initial investigation is received by 
management and LR as part of final administrative investigation report 
which contains employee’s statements in response to data and allegations. 
Employee communications forthcoming as part of planned launch of NRC’s 
PANDU and Bargaining Agents are asked to discuss appropriate internet 
usage with members. Management to enquire of SGO how employees 
will be made aware of informal conflict resolution services. 

E. Harrison 
(M. Marchand) 

 

 
 

 
M. Marchand 

 New Business   

101.4 Research Centre – Staff Reductions via Attrition 

RCEA indicated concern over a recent RC townhall indicating intention to 
not replace retiring and resigning employees and non-renewal of terms 
permitting attrition to redeploy resources where possible. Current members 
feel this additional work and over existing commitments will be an 
unreasonable burden.  

Management noted Strategic Plans and Dialogue have identified some 
needs to redeploy resources, leverage attrition, and hire to meet key 
priority areas.  There is also a need to invest in infrastructure.  RCs have 
five-year financials to aid long-term planning. 

 

101.5 

 
 
 
 
 

Management Training 

PIPSC believes new team leaders are receiving inadequate training to 
effectively fulfill their role and proposed 360 feedback. Heard negative 
reviews on Management 101. RCEA requested that their members also be 
given consideration for aspiring leaders as Bargaining Agents believe this 
to be an investment of value for NRC. 

Management in response to leadership development highlighted in 
Dialogue and 2017 Public Service Employment Survey revamped 
Management 101 to be launched in shortly for all supervisors as part of 
NRC’s HR Strategic Plan. Canada School of Public Service (CSPS) 
updated their manager and supervisor training.  NRC collaborated with 
CSPS to develop a program specific for STEM Leaders that will be piloted 
at NRC in October. Aspiring leaders can indicate on CTE under 
Development Plans courses of interest at CSPS where cost is only in time.  

 

101.6 TO Supervision Policy 

RCEA feels a TO-5 supervisor could supervise TO-5 expert instead of 
having to hire TO-6 or RO/RCO supervisor, given this option exists for 
RO/RCOs wherein junior team leaders also possible.  

Management explained this is precluded under normal Classification 
practice as changes to work above and below subject position is taken into 
consideration. Career paths for TOs also consideration under Dialogue. 
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101.7 TO Team Distribution 

RCEA heard there are reclassification restrictions on number of TOs at 
certain levels for team composition which is believed to hinder career 
growth, adding more work unto skilled employees, and is more pronounced 
with generic job descriptions. RO/RCOs do not have these restrictions and 
in comparison TOs feel work not recognized or promoted. Understand 
budget limitations but employees need to be paid for the value of the work 
they are doing. Collective agreement provisions entitling employees to 
update statement of duties or position questionnaire and have it reviewed 
believed to be by a competent classification person. Career development 
also important for AD, AS, and CS communities. 

Management responded that there is no standard team composition as 
organizational design is dependent upon composition of positions within 
the whole unit, how work is distributed, and adequate supervision. Local 
management works with HR for team composition. HR looking at TO 
career development.  

 

 Roundtable  

101.RT1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bargaining Agents believe inequity of classification of AD and AS 
employees in that is being raised at IRAP’s LLMCC but broader issue 
given cancellation of AD/AS classification review. Employees need to be 
paid appropriately for value of their work even under limited budgets. 
Questioned whether management training covers the importance of 
classification of positions.  

Management conscious of general issues with AD and AS but will raise 
these concerns with local HRG and LR. Request general 
Classification feedback in light of equivalent positions elsewhere in 
NRC. Classification not believed to be prominent in management training 
but most managers understand its importance in relation to appropriate pay 
for level of work. Equity across NRC important for job growth 
reclassifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

M. Marchand 

 

101.RT2 PIPSC requested timelines for RO/RCO Compensation System MOU and 
an update on review of promotions criteria for Industrial Technology 
Advisor (ITA) and RCO. 

Management to enquire of Director of Labour Relations and 
Compensation and Senior Advisor responsible for administering 
RO/RCO promotions. 

 
 

A. Campbell 

D. Le Voguer 

101.RT3 Bargaining Agents enquired about $1500 Phoenix damages cap, process 
for active and former employees to make a claim and whether $400 for all 
members upon signing date to be separate traceable line on revisions. 

Management will look into matter to update Bargaining Agents on five 
days Phoenix damages leave, one-time $400, and claims process.  

 

 

 

A. Campbell 

101.RT5 RCEA informed Committee about a joint workshop from both the 
Bargaining Agents and Labour-Relations Council: Day of Learning and 
Working Together event on December 5th.  
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Management to inform LR and HRGs. M. Marchand 

101.RT6 RCEA questioned whether HP group, who work 80 hours over two weeks, 
would be eligible to receive domestic violence leave of up to 80 hours 
instead of the standard 75 hours. 

Management responded that current direction from TB is 75 hours but still 
looking into the matter and will update RCEA. 

 

 

 

A. Campbell 

101.RT7 PIPSC sought clarification regarding process if PSAC were to go on 
strike in a shared NRC facility as they would not want to cross another 
bargaining agent’s strike lines without RCMP escort. 

 

 Next meeting is scheduled for December 13, 2019. (Secretarial Note: 
Next meeting rescheduled to Monday December 9th.) 

 

 Meeting adjourned at: 2:39 pm  
 


